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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TEACHER-TRAINING PROGRAM 

AT ORON STATE COLLEGE 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUC TI ON 

It Is the function of the School of Education to 

supply competent teachers for secondary schools. The 

ach1evin of 8atisfactory programs for their preparation 

has long been a major problem of the profession. The basic 

areas to be emphasized, the bridging of the gap between 

theory and practice, and the proper integration of content 

and technique must be given careful consideration in plan- 

ning any course content. At no time can we feel that we 

hayo reached the final answers for our present needs-- 

adjustments and modifications are always necessary in 

attaining our objectives of teacher education. 

Teaching is concerned with the complete development of 

the human being--the development of the whole personality 

of the individual to moot the problems of life in an intel- 

ligent way. The teacher in the classroom assumes a large 

share of the responsibility of developing citizens in a 

democratic society. Therefore, the teacher must be prepared 

to meet these responsibilities that will be thrust upon him. 

There are, in general, two phases to the educational 

preparation. The teacher needs to have a broad general 
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education which includes experience In all fields of knowl- 

odre relating to the major human activities. This should 

not only include a thorough knowledge of the subject matter 

of his mador teaching fields, but also an understanding and 

appreciation of its relationship to life and to related 

fields of teachin',. It is Imperative that the teacher 

should have a broad range of information and interests. 

Also, he should have a good background of cultural experi- 
ences that will enable him to be offective as a leader in 

the school and the community. The second phase of the 

teacher'c education consists of the specific professional 

preparation that will enable him to determine the needs of 

young people and to guide them in relating subject matter 

bearing on these needs. 

Colleges and universities preparing teacher trainees 

need to become more conscious of their responsibility to the 

professIon. Better screening techniques, through the guid- 

ance and testing of teacher candidatos, are necessary In the 

selection of Individuals possessing, the ability and person- 

ality essential for good teachers. 

It has been generally agreed that one effective way to 

obtain better prepared teacher's within the stato is to in- 

crease the minimum requirements for certification. There 

has been a gradual increase In the number of years of aca- 

demie preparation. Four yoars of preparation above the 



high school level has becoiìie a common requirement. It is, 

however, now generally recognized by educators in Oregon 

that even the four years of preparation may be too low. 

Certification standards in Oregon for secondary schools 

require not lese than a four-year professional program, in- 

cludirig a bachelor's degree for a limited certificato. 

¡egular certification of five year duration is given only 

after an additional period of study of approximately one 

year. 

Iere extension of the amount of education will not in 

itself assure a supply of properly qualified teachers. Ex- 

perts in the secondary field of education properly contend 

that the quality of the teacher's preparation should also 

be Improved. This contention reverts the problem to the 

teacher-training institutions. They must point the way for 

the future teachers of America so that they may gear the 

public high schoolprogran to meet the needs of an over- 

changing society. 

Statement of the Problem 

The area of the problem with which this study is prim- 

arily concerned is that of determining what professional 

training would be of most benefit to the prospective teach- 

ers. The adequacy of the proparatiori of the teachers is in 



a large measure determined by the curriculum and the methods 

of Dresentat1on. 

ìurpose of the Study 

It is the purpose of this study to discover what the 

experience of administrators and teachers hs been as to 

the relative utility of the courses taken in preparation for 

teaching and the comparative effectivoness of the teaching 

methods employed. It is important that the subject matter 

be not only abreast of the times, but, if' at all possible, a 

selection of that which seems most likely to be of future 

importance. Likewise, methods of instruction must be those 

which recent develoniients In technolo, ha ve made possible 

and current findings in teaching techniques have indicated 

as desirable. 

Location of' the Study 

The School of Education, Oregon State Coller'e, 

Corvallis, Oregon, is extremely interested in offerin 

to its prospective teachers the best possible program. This 

survey is an indication that it i seeking ways and means of 

adjustin its program to the changing conditions in the edu-. 

cational field. The School of Iducation reognIzes this 

responsibility of supplying well-trained teachers for the 

high schools in a changing democratic society. 
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Souico of Data 

This survey of the toacher-training program was under- 

taken by a graduato student under the supervision of the 

School of Education. Two questionnaireB were prepared. One 

questionnaire was directed to all graduates of the Oregon 

State School of Education who were teaching in the high 

schools of Oregon during the school year l9L8-l9Ii.9. The 

second questionnaire was sent to superintendents or prin- 

cipals of the schools in which the graduates were teaching. 

Such a planned study of the opinions of graduates and their 

administrators would serve as a guide in improving the cur- 

rent program. 

Methods Employed in the Stud,y 

Since the questionnaire was the most practical tool to 

assemble the data for this study, the survey technique was 

ap)lied to the inductive method of research. From the data 

compiled, it is hoped that sorne general conclusions may be 

reached that will throw li,ht on the strengths and weak- 

nesses of the pre-service training of teachers. Data of 

this type help to solve practical problems because the 

data coming direct from the field represent field condi- 

tions. Those data tend to be practical because they grow 

out of practical situations. 
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Limitations of the Study 

The limitations of this study are largely those inher- 

ent in any study conducted by the survey technique. 

Copies of the questionnaires used in this thesis are 

shown in the Appendix. As may bo noted, they require the 

opinions of the persons to whom they were sent. This af- 

fords an insight into the attitudes of a roup, but a re- 

vision of a program based solely upon subjective appraisal 

would not seem justified. The full interpretation of the 

returns definitely involved evaluation and judgment on the 

part of the writer. A check-list with a simple set of 

questions for the respondent to clieck would be an easier 

type to interpret and compile, and would be completely 

objective. 

Another limitation of the questionnaire technique is 

failure to get complete returns. Out of the L8i question- 

naires sont to teachers, l21 were returned, or 26 per cent. 

Out of ]JO questionnaires sent to administrators, 7)4 were 

returned, or 3 per cent. 

There are probably several reasons for the poor return 

of the questionnaires. In the first place, it required too 

much writing from the respondent. As a result, many In- 

dividuals probably disregarded it as requiring too much time 

and effcr. In the second place, it was sent out in May, 

just at the end of the school year, when teachers and 
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ad.'dn1strators have a great rtany 3chool cota11a to attmd to 

In the final functions of the school year. 

Thorerore, unreturned questionnaires and inconpiete 

quostionnairea present problems of interpretation. There la 

always the doubt in one's mind if the resulte would have 

bocn tho same had all the queationnaires been returned. 

Data frorx this source can only supplement or confirn 

judgments from other ourcea. No riodlfIcation of the cui'- 

riculum or methods can be successfully introduced without 

the active support of the staff of the toaehertralning 

instItutions. Thi3 support mu2t be based upon their con- 

viction that revisions aro oszentlal and WIll improve the 

f tven9ss of the pro'. 
These ¿oneral limitations are ctod as a caution to the 

reader. As the iaterisl presented is studied, other limita- 

tlora will no doubt occur to the careful reader. A consid- 

erad weighing of this evidence with that from other sources 

is necessary for valid conclusions. 
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CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND PRESENT DEVELOPMENT 

Work done in the field of curriculum bulldlnn . for the 

train1ní of teachers ha8 boen quite extensive. everal for- 

mal studies have been made and the problem has been the sub- 

ject of nimy speelal articles, or has been touched upon as 

a art of other studies or articles dealing with related 
problems. Undoubtedly, the problem has been of concern 

since the founding of the first schools for teacher train- 
ing, since it is an interal part of any teacher training 

program. A study of the history of the problem is important 
as it may indicate why chan.es in the curriculum were 

necessary and how our present curriculum evolved. It will 

serve to present our present curriculum in its true light. 
It should be regarded as a phase in our development, not 

something static or perhaps even sacred, and therefore not 

to be touched or changed. A review of the history should 

serve to remind us that the curriculum must constantly re- 

floct the need8 of the times. It should equip teachers to 

fill their roles in the current scene and tomorrow's scene 

rather than the world as we knew it yesterday. 

A study of the history of curriculum changes indicates 

that in practically every case the revision was demanded be- 

cause tho end product, the secondary school graduato, was 

not considered properly equipped to take his rightful place 



in our type of democratic society. In looking for reasons 

for his deficiency, one of the first objects of criticism 
was his teacher. aat was she teachiiìLî him? and how effec- 
tively was she teaching him? The teacher who is not well 

grounded in the subject matter of her special field cannot 

teach the student very much. Equally fatal is a lack of 

skill In prosentin the subject riatter in such a way that it 
becomes an effective part of the student's working know].- 

edge. Thus, it is just one short step back to the teacher's 

own preparation for her work. The adequacy of that prepara- 
tion is largely determined by th curriculum of the teach- 
er's college. Jules Koloday and Iilliam Isaaos (9, p. Ii.) 

stated In their article that 
Present training does not adequately meet the 
needs for our teachers. We cannot secure teachers 
by simply requiring of prospectve teachers more 
courses in principles and methods of education. 
Many prospective teachers get little training In 
pedagogy. They go forth, model their own teach- 
ing after that of their instructors, and sin as 
they were sinned against. 

Professional educators recognize that education Is in 

an unhe1thy state of affairs. They feel that there Is a 

discrepancy between promise and performance, between what 

education can do and what education is doIng. Possibly the 
teacher-training curriculum and the methodolody are equally 
to blame for the failure to produce the well-trained teacher 

for our present day needs. 
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Several decades ago the task of preparing teachers for 

our schools and communities was relatively simple. The 

teacher's responsibility at that time was largely that of 

teachin certain a8slgned bodies of knowledge. They had 

little or no share In determining what should be taught or 

how lt should he tauglit. They were not expected to broaden 

their concepts of teaching to include emphasis upon under- 

standing of children, meeting the individual needs, or cori- 

tributing to community life. Thinking people in the field 

of teacher education recognize these needs and are continu- 

ously alert in their study and modificati'n of the pro- 

service program to better meet current demands on the pro- 

fession. 
A review of the history of studies of curricula 

indicates that In practically every caso the complaint was 

that the curriculum chane lagged far behind the need foie 

the chango. It might seem at first glance that bringing the 

curriculum abreast of the timo would be sufficient action to 

correct thIs situation. A moment's consideration Will indi- 

cate, however, that even this would not be enough. Actual- 

ly, the curriculum of the teachers' college must anticipate 

changes in a society of the future. We cannot avoid making 

sortie sort of estimate of what will come to pass. A decision 

riot to change the curriculum or simply neglecting to change 

it has effects just as surely as a decision to change it. 
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In short, a study of the educational history indicates that 

it is imperative that the teacher's training not only keep 

abreast of the times, but, whenever possible, it must anti- 

cipate changes in society. As a matter of fact, wo might 

even doliberately include in our curriculum some changes 

which will help to evolve the type of democratic society we 

wish to see promoted. 

One of the first studies to be made on curriculum 

building was The Commonwealth Teacher Training Investigation 

by W. W. Charters and Doulas taples (2). Its master lists 
of the traits, of trait actions, and of the type activities 

of teachers in public schools provide a basic c1iec list of 

general and specific objectives for professional courses. 

The evaluation of the type-activities of teachers with 

respect to importance, difficulty, and the desirability of 

learning them In institutional training programs should be 
of assistance in determining the training emphases that 
should be provided. They felt that since teachers must be 

trained to produce the sort of citizen that the coniìnunity 

expects from the schools, the builder of teacher-training 

curricula must first learn the objectives and content of the 

existing public school curriculum as it is and also the 

ability to improve it wherever conditions permit. 

An analysis and evaluation of the prescribed courses 

in Education for prospective high school teachers at the 



University of Mi.nneßota was nade by W. E. Pelk. (17, p. L) 

In this study a curriculum Is examined In considerable de- 

tall to ascertain Its character and content and to evaluate 

Its adequacy directly in terms of the reactioni of those who 

have been trained by it. It is a method of self-checking by 

local instructors in Education, as curriculum makers, for 

the validation of their offering against the professional 
demands of secondary teaching In the field where teachers 

whom they have trained are working. It was hoped that the 

findings would locate strengths and weaknesses with consid- 

arable detail, justify the current program, or suggest the 

modifications necessary to improve it. The particular pro- 

fessional curriculum that was selected for such a check-up 
is the one that the University of Minnesota required for the 

University certificate in a secondary school from 1923-1928. 

It consisted of the following courses: A Brief Course in 

the History of Education; Education Sociology; Educational 

Psychology; Technique of High School Instruction; The High 

School; Special Methods (in the major academic field); 

Practico Teaching (Including Observation). The courses of 

this serles were found to be representative of most common 

practice. The local motive back of this study was to 

analyze these Minnesota courses in detall for rather com- 

plete Identification of the content, and to ascertain to 

wat extent it met the acid test of usefulness to teachers. 
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Ralph U. Moore (iS, p. 1) made a similar Investigation 

for the years l929-l9LO Inclusive to determine the value 

of the education courses of the School of Education at the 

University of Oregon. These courses are required by state 

law as certification courses for prospective teachers. The 

courses studied Included Secondary Education, Principles of 

Teaching, Educational Psychology, Supervised Teaching and 

Methods courses taught in connection with the student 

teacher's major or minor subject field of preparation. The 

aim of this study was to secure information from the in- 

service teachers which may prove valuable In improving the 

teacher-training program of prospective teachers. The 

questionnaire method was used and teachers were asked to 

estimate the value of these courses in their preparation in 

view of their teaching experiences. They were asked to 

state wherein the professional courses and teacher-training 
courses failed to give them the needed experience, under- 

standing, or apreciation which would have been valuable in 

their early teaching. It was hoped that such a study might 

be valuable in the futuro guidance of prospective teachers 

by pointing out future difficulties to be avoided. 

In l9L, the faculty of the College of Education of 

Louisiana State University, (io, p. 22) planned a study of 

its graduates that would serve as a guide in revising and 

Improving the current teacher-training program. Two 
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questionnairos wore prepared cooperatively by the fcu1ty of 

the Co11e of Education. One questionnaire was directed to 

all graduates of the Collerçe of education, regardless of 

their occupation or employment at that tiri . , ¿md to all 

other graduates of Louisiana State Un1vexsity who were 

teaching in the public 8choolz of Louisiana. The other was 

directed to principals and superintendents under whose 

supervision the graduates of the University were currently 

eniloyod. The results of such a study should be a challenge 

to iìprove the professional course content. When asked for 

suggestions for irnprovemAnt, the following five items were 

reported by the largest nìber of teachers: (a) eliminate 

sorne of the theory, (h) provide additional observation, 

(e) make work more interesting and practical, (d) provide 

additional and better courses in educational psychology, 

(e) eliminate duplication in courses. The College of Edu- 

cation is failing to do its function if it is falling down 

in these areas, and a reorganization program is inevitable. 

In a recent article, "Inflation in Educational Curri- 

culurns" by Paul Kiapper, (8, p. 13) the duplication of 

course content is discussed. He feels that an effective 

program of studies enriches basic concepts and principles by 

meaningful repetitions each of which deepens and widens the 

understanding of them. To illustrate: 

The study of methods of instruction may be 
given in a cycle of two repetitions; a first 
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study preparatory to teaching as an apprentice 
under close supervision; a second and more inten- 
sive study, after a year or two of experience in 
teaching against which the young teacher appraises 
the educational practices advocated by the uni- 
versity professor. Here repetition is planned and 
purposeful and, therefore, decidedly revrarding. 

. . Planned repetitions have a primary purpose, 
to enable a student to live with ideas until they 
glow with meaning and become a part of his think- 

Ing. 

This sane author writes that the program of studies of 

many of our leading Schools of Education seem to follow no 

intellectual desigm. The graduate schools and especial1 

Schools of Education are course bound. Pages upon pages 

In their catalors are devoted to "expounding the minimum 

courses required--their number, their value in credits, 

their distribution, their sequence--and, of' course, the 

minimum residence expected in which time the courses are to 

be completed." The excessive repetition of subject matter 

and reading lists tends to develop a disrespect for teacher 

education and rouse in many minds a suspicion that it lacks 

the Intellectual integrity associated with higher education. 

College of Columbia and others was severely 

criticized by Albert Lynd for this same reason. (13, p. 36) 

There are a1axies of courses in the theory, 
the practice, and the supervision of teaching 
every conceivable subject, with the inevitable 
addenda on "administration". There are courses 
on practice teaching and on the teaching of 
practice teaching. There are even a couple 
which are concerned with the teaching methods 
of a teachers college. . . "Laboratory" 
courses abound, with apposite courses In ad- 
ministering the laboratory. . The purpose 
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of the vast inventories of courses is not merely 
that of forming new teachers. Ther aro also 
rigged to keep the working teacher and admini- 
strator returning for more tutoring throughout 
the years of his professional life in which he 
may hope for job improvement. 

The handwriting is on the wall--the teacher-traIning 

program must confess its deficiencies and try to do some- 

thing about them. Schools of Education and educators 

recognize these needs and the current literature Is abound- 

Ing with hopeful suggestions for improvement. From this 

research the author has included in this study some of the 

"musts" in teacher training as seen by present day educators 

in the field. 

First of ail, t?A broad general education is a must for 

today's teachers»' (12, p. 137) argaret Lindsey quoted 

this statement from a thesis written by . J. Maaske, 

President of the Teachers' College at La Grande, Oregon. 

General education, he continues, through whatever content 

and organization, should give the prospective teacher the 

following: 

(1) competence in the subject matters and re- 
source backgrounds in his area of teaching 
preparation; 

(2) a sound psychological understanding of hirn- 
self arid other individuals; 

(3) a broad social understanding of present-day 
modes of living and the attendant social, 
economic, moral, and aesthetic problems. 

General education may then be defined according to 

W. T. Edwards (3, p. 136) 
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as that part of the total education of the teacher 
which deals primarily with cozion persistent pro- 
blems of the individual and of society (as they 
interact) which gives moaning and coîionness of 
purpos. Such education at the same t.me con- 
tributes to the capacity of the individual to 
function also in situatIons rEYleted to the areas 
of differentiated or specialized education and 
of professionelizod education. 

2dwards, (3, p. 137) also cautions us that generai edu- 

cation Is not something which takes place in certain years 

or in certain courses. its surest tost is whether it func- 

tions in and through lit o with emphasis upon democratic 

values. 11e wrItes, 

If general educatIon fulfills Its responsibilities, 
it will provide a substructure upon which differ- 
entiated and profosslonalized education can feed; 
in turn, differentiated and professlonalized edu- 
cation should lead to further need for general 
education. 

Edith Keller (7, p. i6) writes In her report to the 

Bowling Green Conference, 

The organization of such a program should be 
charseterized by sufficient flexibility to remain 
sensitive to the changing needs of a dynamic 
society and a growing profession. It should ree- 
ognize the continuous nature of general education 
and should be so articulated that the proficlen- 
cies and deficiences at any level may be coznpen- 
sated for on succeeding, levels. 

The development of a general education program should 

be the work of the administration and the entire faculty, 

and they, In turn, should secure help from their students 

and the public for ideas and suggestions. 



A].on with a General education, the prospective teacher 

must also have an extensive and intensive professional edu- 

cation program which would provide for contacta with profes- 
siorial problems and situations. 

The role of today's teacher la not confined 
to the classroom nor to the school. The pro- 
fossional education program must provide for 
students such extensivo experiences as are needed 
to helD them rcconize the function of education 
in society at large. Adequate guidance of chu- 
dron and youth today requires understanding of' 

the complexities of human personalities as the 
function in a variety of situations. Prospective 
teachers cannot develop this fully during four 
years of education, but they can be helped to 
acquire those skills and techniques which con- 
tribute toward a growing understanding of in- 
dividuals. To provide such help for students 
the professional education program must be 
intensivo in nature. (12, p. 138) 

Can such a job be done through a series of unrelated 

courses arranged in logical sequence? Any school that has 

taken a survey among its past or present students asking 
for suggestions on the courses in the education department 

will find that the students are not 8atisfled. Criticism 

of over1appin and duplication, of too much theory un- 

related to practico, and of not enough concrete experience 

with children and schools, is most frequently mentioned in 

the replies of the surveys. Revision in the number, se- 

quence, organization, and content of the program should be 

the outcome. Give the student 1earnin experiences that 

have meaning to him in terms of his purposes. Florence 

Stratemeyer (19, p. l) suggests that we apply the saine 



principles of learning in developing the curriculum of the 

prospective teacher that he in turn will use in guiding the 

experiences of children and youth. Experimentation has been 

in the direction of working on the problems of teaching and 

learnin in a way to relate the developing interests and 

needs of the learner to the selection and guidance of cur- 

riculum experiences. She feels that the curriculum should 
be so desig,ned to guide the student in a consideration of: 

(1) personal and irmitediate problems 
(2) the larger social implications of those issues 
(3) professional aspects of the problems, with 

reference to the guidance of children and 
youth in meeting and dealing with these sanie 

problems at their stage of maturity 
(Lp) those situations and issues peculiar to the 

profession of teaching and to the particular 
division selected by the student 

In short, courses should be organized with reference to 

problems of the college student as an individual, as a citi- 

zen, and as a professional worker. 

This same author feels that the student should parti- 

cipate In a cooperative planning development of college 

courses. This experience would not only help to make those 

experiences more meaningful but also assIst him to under- 

stand what is involved in guiding learners in cooperative 

planning of activities. Kenneth Ii. Howe (, p. 6L.) recom 

mends in a report to the Bowling Green Conference, that 

such activities as faculty conferences, study conrniittees, 

and curriculum councils be instituted in the interest of 
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Improving teacher education. Po8sible activities should be 

investigated for opportunities for staff, students, and corn- 

munity to work together in curriculiun building. 

Problems of teaching do not respect course 
lines. Strands of learning as gained from courses 
in general and professional education uo not, by 
magic, fail into meaningful relationship when a 
teacher is faced with a problem of discipline, 
guidance, promotion, or learning. When the In- 
adequacies of teacher education programa were 
first realized, a short period of student teach- 
Ing was Introduced during the final year of pre- 
paration. It has become increasInçly clear, 
however, that much learning in advance of actual 
work witti boys and girls is without clear pur- 
pose on the part of the student; hence such work 
is highly artificial and is forgotten readily. 
Recently the need has become apoarent for con- 
tinuous and extensive laboratory experiences 
which begin early in the studentts program and 
culminate in a period of full-time responsible 
teaching. (i, p. 239) 

Many colleges are revising their curriculums to give 

more emphasis to student teaching. School administrators, 

supervisors, and teachers are requesting more practice 

before employment. Presumably, tkie prospective teacher 
who leaves the college today is not ready to assume the 

responsibility that is expected of him. He needs more 

experience. How then, shall he get this experience? 

Haskew, (t, p. iSO) Dean of the College of Education, 

University of Texas has set up the following provisions for 

a student teaching, program: 

(1) A period (or periods) of practice that will 
give each student from eight to sixteen 
weeks of full-time apprenticeship assignment. 
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Within the near future, this minimum time 
should perhaps be expandod to a full year, 
probably made up of separated periods. 

(2) An appronticoship post for each student that 
will be shared by not more than one other 
student simultaneously. 

(3) Placement for student teaching in a regularly 
constituted public school or a reasonable 
facsimile thereof. The student-teaching 
assignment should embrace experience in the 
total school program not being restricted to 
classroom activities. 

(14.) Supervision and guidance for the student 
teachcr that will capitalize fully upon the 
many teaching opportunities that exist In 
the practice teaching experience. 

(5) iquipment of the practice centers to employ 
at least reasonably good teaching and child- 
guidance tecnniques. There is some justifi- 
cation for going farther and saying that 
the school practico centers for prospective 
teacners should be equal in quality to the 
hospital practice centers required for 
prospective physicians. 

llaskew proposes that student teaching should become an 

integral part of the state's public school system. Its cost 

would be borne In the public school budget. The colleges, 

the public school systems, and the state department of edu- 

cation would participate in planning and operating the 

total program, in making collective policy decisions. His 

second proposal Is that student teaching be planned on a 

statewide basis, rather than by each college or university 
as at present. Selection of students would be done in terms 

of uniform criteria. Students would have access to suitable 
practice centers, regardless of the location of those cen- 
ters. College-connected supervision would be co-ordinated, 

perhaps by geographic regions. The machinery commonly 
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employed would be a State Council ori Teacher Education or a 

special corzn1ttee appointed for that purpoae. 

A fifth year of internship with pay Is beIng recoin- 

mended with adequate supervision by the public school in 

which the intern is employed, the college, and the state 

department of education. The fifth year of preparation need 

not necessarily apply toward another degree but should in- 

clude a block of professional preparation. During this 
period of internship the teacher may have opportunity to be- 

come aware of faulty methods, techniques, and subject mat- 

ter understandings so that these errors may be corrected by 

re-study before permanent certification is achieved. 

The teacher intern should be accepted as a 
bona fide member of the teachin; group and should 
be eligible for full participation and membership 
in professional organizations. Ho should be, by 
law, included in the retirement system, should be 
eligible for sick leave and any other privileges 
which are accorded members of the regular teach- 
Ing staff. his service should not be the basis 
for claim to tenure. The school district in 
which intern service iS rendered should be en- 
tirely free to employ or not to employ the teacher 
at the end of his internship. . . . lie should be 
assigned a part-time salarr proportionate to the 
teaching load which he carries. His membership 
in professional groups, his participation in 
teacher meetings, and any professional discus- 
sions, should be fully recognized. Democratic 
procedure dictatos that he be accepted not as an 
observer but as a full participant in profes- 
sional matters, in teacher programs, and in the 
administration of the school. (20, p. 237) 

In a report presenting the major findings and recom- 

mendations of the Conunittee on Student Teaching for The 
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American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 

Lindsey (11, p. 2O) writes that the internship has certain 

unique values for the preparation of teachers. 

(1) It provides continuity between the pre- 
service and in-service education. 

(2) It provides gradual induction as a mem- 
ber of a school staff with part super- 
vision by those who know the beginning 
teacher. 

(3) It would guarantee more effective placement 
for work. 

(tp) It would afford the college opportunity to 
study the effectiveness of its work and 
make needed curricular modifications. 

We are in need of procedural change as well as needed 

content changes. There is an urgent need not only for re- 
examination of the general and professional education pro- 

grams but also for a study of better ways of teaching on the 

college level. Lindsey (12, p. lLO) writes that 
changes in instruction must first be changes in 
people. College staff members do not change 
readily. Teaching on any level demands certain 
skills which are unique to the process of teach- 
Ing. Such skills are not always considered to 
be important by graduate schools preparing col- 
lege teachers. Emphasis upon mastery of accumu- 
lated knowledge in specialized areas does not 
always enhance the possibility of good teaching. 

Marguerite Juchem, (6, p. 207) Supervisor of Secondary 

Education, Colorado State Department of Education writes 

Teachers teach as they were taught and not as they 
were taught to teach. The college professor 
should teach both content and professional sub- 
jects so that this instruction will be a constant 
example of effective democratic teaching. 
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The staff, as well as the administration, mu8t assume 

responsibility foie the quality of classroom instruction. In 

a report to the Bowling Green Conference, E. L. Iuzza11 

(16, p. 9) sugge2ts that a faculty committee should be ap- 

pointed to set up definite standards concerning ebjectivos, 

teaChiflL', procedures and cIie content of the courses. 

nach division should hold meetings, establish ob- 
joctives, determine the content of courses, and 
formulate syllabi and examinations. Personal con- 
ferences should be hold with students for purposes 
of uidanco and to assist teachers in appraising 
the effectiveness of their teaching. 

Any productive organization should give primary consid- 

eration to improving the quality and quantity of itc pro- 

duct. Faculty and students, too, feel this concern; but too 

seldom do they use the microscope of self-evaluation or 

group evaluation. 

The study of this historical background and development 

of the teacher training program may be summarized by the 

words of Polk. (18, p. 15) 

It is apparent that the over-all objectives of a 
teacher education institution are teaching and 
learning. The institution exists for the attain- 
ment of these objectives. They are the ends. 
The administrativo arid faculty organizations are 
not ends, but are means. They are means of per- 
forming services for the teachers and teachers- 
in-preparation. 
The School of Education at Oregon State College is 

interested in evaluating its program. The following study 

should show strengths and weaknesses and indicate areas for 

revision. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE STUDY 

This study was bom in order to evaluato the teacher- 
training program at Oregon Stato College froii the stand- 

point of the graduatos of the Oregon Stato College School of 

Education now in the teaching field and f rom the standpoint 

of school administrators. Separate questionnaires accompan- 

led by a letter of exrlanation were made up for each of 

those groups and mailed to tj8i teachers and iIo school ad- 

ministrators. Copies of the questionnaires and letters are 

included In the Appendix. 

In reporting the results of the study, data submitted 

by graduates and those submitted by principals and superin- 

tenderits are treated separately, the former appearing first. 

Usually, the data are presented In the order in which the 

questions appeared on the questionnaires. 

Out of ¿4.81 questionnaires sent to teachers, l2L.. were 

returned or 26 per cent. Out of lt.O questionnaires sent to 

administrators, 71. were returned or S3 per cent. Although 

the percentage of returned questionnaires was low, they show 

a trend &8 to the opinions of people now In the field and 

will be valuable in securing an over-all pict.iro of the 

School of Education. 
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Opinions of Teachers from uestionrìairos 

The first questionnaire was answered by teachers who 

were graduated from ()reon State Co11ee covering a period 

from 1910-19149 inclusive. Only five questionnaires were 

returned in the period from 1910.-1919; 17 from 1920-1929; 

23 from 1930-1939; and70 from 19tO-19t.9. The last ten-year 

period will be of most value in this study, but the other 

three periods will serve to show the trend of opinions 

through the years and will be of value for comparison pur- 

poses. 

This questionnaire consisted of seven questions and 

they will be dIscussed in the order that they appear on the 

questionnaire. 

What courses in Education at Oregon btate College do 

you think have been of most benefit to you in your teaching? 

(list in order of preference). 

The teachers were asked to rank the courses required 

for certifïcation in Oregon. These include Educational 

Psychology, Secondary Education, Principles of Teaching, 

Oregon School Law, Methods and Materials and upervised 

Teaching. Table I shows a composite ranking of the 

courses from 191O-19t.9 inclusive. 
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PABLE I--COURSE PREFERENCE, 1910-19149 

Name of Course Order of Preference 

To- 
1 2 1. 6 7 t. 

Educational Psychology 7 20 l 114.. 
14. 

0 61j. 

Secondary Education i 5 12 17 13 1 5t.. 

Principles of Teaching 7 10 18 18 8 3 0 611. 

Oregon School Law 1 1 6 9 t t 15 ti 

Methods and Materials i6 144 9 3 2 1 0 75 

Supervised Teaching 55 i6 7 1 2 1 0 82 

Other courses mentioned which wore of benefit are listed in 
Tables II, III, IV, and V. 

Of the 1214. questionnaire returns, 82 teachers ranked 

Supervised Teaching as having the greatest teaching value. 
Fifty-five teachers ranked it as first; i6 as second; and 

only a few ranked it lower than third. Methods and ;ìator- 

ials ranks second in value in their teaching experiences. 
Only i6 ranked it as first and 144 ranked it second. Educa- 

tional Psychology, krinciples of Teaching and Secondary 

Education fall into the third, fourth and fifth place in the 
order named. Oregon School Law is ranked of least teaching 

value. Many of the elective courses in &iucation and 

courses in specialized fields were considered of greater 

value than the courses required. 
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Breaking down the questionnaire into ten-year intervals, 

we find slight variation in the order of preference for the 

courses. 

TABLE II--COURSE PREFERENCE, 1910-1919 

- - 

Name of Course Order of Preference 

To- 
1 23 Ii. 6 7 tal 

Educational Psycho1ory O 0 1 1 0 0 0 

Secondary Education O O O 0 1 0 0 1 

Principles of Teaching i 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 

Oregon School Law O O O O 0 i 0 1 

Methods and Materials 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Supervised Teaching 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Other courses mentioned which wore of benefit were iIontal 
Hygiene and Vocational Education. 

We cannot evaluate tori years of course value from only 

fiVe questionnaire returns. Principles of Teaching and 

Supervised Teaching each received ono vote for the first 

rank. Methods and Materials and Supervised Teaching ro- 

ceived one voto each for the second rank. Educational Pay- 

chology and Principles of Teaching vary between third and 

fourth; Secondary Education in fifth piece, and Oregon 

School Law in sIxth place for least teaching; value. 
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TABLE III--COURSE PREFERENCE, 1920-1929 

Name of Course Order of Preference 

to- 
1 2 3 1 5 6 7 tal 

Educational Psychology 0 2 2 3 1 1 0 9 

Secondary Education O i i L. 1 0 i 8 

Principles of Teaching 0 2 3 3 2 0 0 10 

Oregon School Law O O 0 1 3. 2 0 

Methods and Materials 3 L. 1 0 1 0 0 9 

Supervised Teaching 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 10 

Other courses mentioned 'iich were of benefit were Guidance, 
Practice House, Shop Classes, and Current Trends in Short- 
hand. 

In this period, with 17 returns, we find that the 

courses rank in the following order: first, Supervised 

Teaching with eight coimnents; second, Methods and MaterIals 

with four; third, Principles of Teaching with three; fourth, 

Secondary Education with four; Educational Psychology ranks 

between third and fourth; and Oregon School Law in sixth 

place with two. 
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TABLE IV--COURSE PREFERENCE, 1930-1939 

Name of Course Order of Preference 

to- 
i 2 .3 ).. 5 6 7 tal 

Educational Psychology 2 3 1 2 6 2 0 16 

Secondary Education 1 3 2 3 3 )4 O i6 

Principles of Teaching 1 2 14 5 1 1 0 it 

Oregon School Law O 0 2 2 1 1 0 6 

Methods and Materials 5 1 1 1 0 0 12 

Supervised Teaching 7 14. 3 0 0 0 0 114. 

Other courses mentioned which were of benefIt were Measure- 
ment in Education, Mental Hygiene, Observation, Counseling, 
Social Hygiene, School Hygiene, Reriedial Teaching, Character 
Education, Psychology of Adjustment, statistics, and 
Technical Agricultural Courses. 

Out of the 23 returns received for this period, again 

we find Supervised Teaching and Methods and Materials in 

first and second place; Principles of Teaching and Secondary 

Education in third and fourth; and Educational Psychology 

falling down into fifth and again Oregon School Law In the 

sixth place. 
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TABLE V--COURSE PRFERNCE, 19LO-19t9 

Naxie of Course Order of Preference 

to- 
i 2 3 )4 5 6 7 ta]. 

Educational Psychology 2 2 i6 9 7 1 0 37 

Secondary Education 0 1 2 S 12 9 0 29 

Principles of Teaching 5 6 10 10 5 2 0 38 

Oregon School Law 1 1 Li.. 6 2 11 5 30 

Methods and Materials 9 3I. 7 2 0 1 0 3 

Supervised Teaching 39 9 L 1 2 1 0 S6 

Other courses mentioned which were of benefit were Guidance, 
Home Management flouse, Nursery School Procedure, Construe- 
tion and Use of Visual Aids, Seminar in Science Courses, 
Secondary School Supervision, Measurements in Secondary 
Education, Organization and Administration, Philosophy of 
Education, Current Occupational Trends, Character Educa- 
tion, Adult Education, Technique of Teaching Typewriting, 
Technique of Teaching Shorthand, Seminar in Business Educa- 
tion, Adolescent Growth and Development, Organization and 
Administration of Physical Education, Organization and Ad- 
ministration in Homemaking Education, and Workshops. 

In this last ton-year period 70 questionnaires wore re- 

turned. Supervised Teaching, Îethods and Materials, Educa- 

tional Psychology, Principles of Teaching, Secondary Educa- 

tion, and Oregon School Law is the order of preference for 

this interval. In comparing the four breakdowns with the 

total picture as given in Table I, we find that the ranking 

through each period is almost the same. Supervised Teaching 

and Methods and Materials definitely ranking first and 
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second. Educational Psychology, Principles of Teaching, and 

Secondary Education receiving about equal preference for 

third, fourth and fifth place. Oregon School Law never gets 

out of the last ranking as being of value in teaching. 

In the Louisiana State University study (, p. 80) 

courses in Education other than Supervised Teaching were 

ranked as to their value in preparation for teaching. These 

courses included Introduction to Teaching, Principles of 

Education, Educational Psychology, Materials and Methods, 

and Tests and Measurements. Materials and Methods ranked 

first; fducational Psychology, second; and Principles of 

Education, third. The ranking of course preference com- 

pares with this study made at Oregon State College. 

What aspects 'ai: these courses helped most in your 

teaching? 

The answers for this question were compiled into seven 

major areas and tabulated under the course that was of most 

benefit to the teacher. The answer8 were grouped into ten- 

year periods as shown in Table VI on the following page. 

There were 186 responses to this question. In reading this 

table, the totals at the right Indicate the number of coin- 

ments made for a particular aspect of the course; while the 

toi1 at the bottom indicato the number of conients speci- 

fying certain courses as being beneficial. 
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The practical application and experlonce aspect was 

rated by the largest nwnber of teachers as being the most 

beneficial. Out of the 78 teachers responding to this ques- 

tion, the Supervised Teaching course and the Methods and 

Materials course were by far the favorites In all four peri- 
ods. Forty teachers of the l9L..O-l9t..9 group indicated that 

they had found the course in Supervised Teaching to have a 

high degree of practical application. The course in Methods 

and Materials was the second most often mentioned course in 

this regard, being checked by ]i teachers. Only one teacher 

listed Principles of Teaching as being especially helpful in 

actual teaching. These results are quite natural because in 

these two courses, the student is actually teaching or 

applying theory and subject matter to actual teaching ex- 

periences. Let me quote directly from some of the answers 

received on the questionnaires: 

Gave me an opportunity to develop a technique in 
Supervised Teaching. 

The actual classroom experience--supplanted by 
ideas from Methods course. 

Affording practical planning and carrying out 
of the teaching program. 

The chance of actually applying what we were 
attempting to learn from a book. 

Actually planning units and lessons, and the 
teaching them. 

My technical knowledge and practical work in 
Supervised Teaching are about all I have to fall 
back on now. 
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The Method and Material Courses were valued high for 
providing background aaterial for future use In the class- 
room. They also gave valuable assistance in preparing sub- 

ject matter for classroom presentation. llowever, it is 

interesting to note that in the 1930-1939 interval, the 

teachers rated Education Psychology, Secondary Education and 
Principles of Teaching the most beneficial in this respect. 

Fourteen teachers felt that the Educational Psychology 

course gave theu an understanding of students and their 
problems. 

Personality of Instructors and supervisors was men- 

tioned by ten teachers, seven In the last period, as being 

the most beneficial aspect of the courses. One teacher 

wrote, "The examples of fine instructors were most Inspir- 

Ing." Another wrote, "It wasn't the course that I liked so 

well, but the personality of the Instructor that made the 

course stand out as of groat Importance to me." 

In the last group, eight persons felt that courses such 

as Educational Psychology, Principles of Teaching, and Soc- 

ondary Education helped them to form a philosophy of educa- 

tiori which was the uost important aspect. A Commercial 

teacher wrote, "The philosophical background built up 

through all the courses put together gave me a 'home 

upon which to build." 
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Four teachers who are now servin; in an administrative 

capacity felt that Oregon School Law was highly beneficial 

because of the understanding of technical and legal aspects 

that were gained. However, the classroom teachers as a 

whole found no value in this course as f ar as being benefi- 

dal in their teaching. 

What courses Education at Oregon State College do 

:L9ja consider were least beneficial to in your teaching? 

A common criticism of all Education courses is that 

they are too theoretical and therefore fail to give enough 

practical experience. Educational Psychology received 20 

criticisms of being impractical; Secondary Education, 21; 

Principles of Teaching, 17; and Oregon School Law, il. 

These saine courses were also frequently checked as being too 

theoretical. Again let me quote from the questionnaires: 

Too general and unrelated to current teaching 
situations--too abstract. 

Little meaning for one who has not taught. 

Too much theory--nothing concrete. 

Irrelevant--should be more practical and specific. 

Lack of coordination of theory and practice. 

Abstract situations and principles. 

Secondary Education gave interesting background 
but it didn't tell me what to do with Johnny. 

Oregon School Law was least beneficial--I don't 
remember any of it. I realize it is necessary to 
have a working knowledge but what is essential 
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could be worked in with another course. Have the 
course for administrators. 
The teachers felt that there should be more definite 

training in techniques or methods in specific phases of a 

teachers actual work. These phases includo more specific 

treatment on discipline control, lesson planning, admirìl- 

strative duties such as records and reports, testing and 

extra-curricula activities. 

The method of presentation was also listed frequently 

as one of the aspects of the courses that made them least 

beneficial. The teachers request that the collego in- 
structors "practice what they preach." The lecture method 

is very unpopular and results in criticisms such as, "dry, 

boring, uninspiring, uninteresting." Other comments made 

by the teachers included the following: 

Uninspirational, given straight from a text. 

Educational Psychology had little practical value 
the way it was taught. 

Almost all courses of little benefit due to 
methods of presentation rather than subject con- 
tent. Use more teaching aids, such as actual 
illustrations of class work. 

Have more variety in the method of presentation 
to make it more interesting. 

Thble VII shows that the Secondary Education course was 

listed 13 times in the last ten-year period as being least 

beneficial due to the method of presentation. Oregon School 

L.sw nd Principles of Teaching followed with nine and seven 
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corriments respectively. Many of the teachers felt that it 

was not so rauch the course content that made the course im- 

practical as lt was the method by which it was presented. 

Closely connected with this criticism was the response 

that the instructors were out of touch with the high school 

level. 

Professors, in sorne cases, have been away from 
high school too long and talk about situations 
true of a preceding generation but not practical 
at the present time. 

I think that college personnel should learn more 
about what the high school situation is and gear 
their Instruction accordingly. College people 
should make professional growth In the subjects 
they teach as the elementary and secondary teach- 
ers are required to do. Many education instruc- 
tors have not visited a high school or grade 
school for many years. 

Instructors assume that the high school has much 
better equipment, more Ideal class situations, etc. 
than the teacher actually finds when he goes into 
the high school. 

Only four comments were listed regarding this enti- 

cisni, but it is referred to in several other places on the 

questionnaire. 

The last major criticism named was the duplication of 

material ifl the courses. Secondary Education and Education- 

al Psychology were specifically cited as containing material 

that had already been covered In other courses. 



What other criticisuis do have of Education coursea 

Oregon State College? (Methods of instruction, etc.) 

Table VIII on the following page, Indicates very 

clearly that the main criticism of Mucatlon courses is one 

of too much theory and not enough practico. The issue of 

theory versus practice as always been evident. This charge 

is not )ecul1ar to the training program at Oregon state Co].- 

lege. The resulta of this questionnaire shows that out of 

77 comments, 26 Indicated that theory wa stressed too much 

--approximately 33 per cent of the comments. This result 

has also been found In surveys made by other schools. In a 

study made by the Louisiana State University, (, p. 80) 

39.03 per cent of the teachers felt that the courses were 

too vague--not practical. eik found the same to be true at 

the University of Minnesota (3, p. 8l) where 30 per cent of 

the teachers found the courses too theoretIcal. 
The first four criticisms listed in thIs Table closely 

follow those given In Table VII and probably need no further 

corni'tient. However, the value of most of the courses offered 

depends ¿reatly upon the instructor, but the student, too, 

must be able to apply the princIples and make them practical 
in his teaching experiences. Possibly thero should be more 

emphasis ori specific training for the duties of a high 

school teacher and some reduction in the absolute amount of 

theoretic professional orientation. 
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TABLE VIlI--CRITICISMS OF EDUCATION COUI*.E5 

1910- 1920- 1930- iÇo- To- 
Crlticisnis 1919 1929 1939 19I9 tal 

i. Stross theory too much-- 
make courses more practical O 6 3 17 26 

2. Instructors do riot seem to 
come down to the level of 
high SchOol a,e oxperioncos O 3 2 10 

3. Instructors in oo11ee 
should uso methods they 
advocate O O O 9 9 

14. Fducation courses tend to 
overlap, especially in 
theory o o i 7 8 

s. More observation of high 
school clasces would tiake 
methods course more mean- 
ingful o o 2 5 7 

6. Need more instruction in 
methods fore specific sub- 
jeotfield O O 2 3 5 

7. Need for developing an 
educational philosophy O O 1 3 

8G d1ore actual experience 
needed O O O 3 3 

9. Practico teacainC should 
bo divided so that some of 
the courses would cone 
after the first trial 0 0 1 1 2 

10. 2ractice teachin should 
be dono in small commun- 
ities 0 0 1 0 1 

li. Combino education courses 
to allow ioro timo for 
courses in major field 0 0 0 1 1 

12. Plan a whole course or 
series of courses to carry 
out the complote teaching 
program Q Q 

Total 0 9 13 55 77 



That more specific tra1n1nr is desired Is Indicated by 

80r118 of the other criticisms given in the responses to the 

questionnaire. The need for more Instruction in methods for 

a specific subject field and the need for more actual teach- 

in, experience indicate that a more thorough background is 

favored along with a longer practice teaching period. Two 

teachers suggested that the practico period be divided so 

that sonie of the Education courses would follow a teaching 

period. They feel that this would make the courses more 

meaningful and therefore more practical, so that the last 

teaching period would show an improvement over the first. 

Seven teachers asked for more observation of high school 

classes in order to make the Methods and Materials course, 

as well as t'rinciples of Teaching, more practical. any 

times it is easier to apply a principle that one has ob- 

served than one that has only been discussed in a class, 

The need for developin an educational philosophy was 

the criticism of four teachers. It is apparent that too 

many teachers have only vague ideas of the goals they are 

trying to attain in the teaching field. The cours3s in ßdu- 

cation should give them enough practical material so that 

they have a chance to formulate their own goals. Possibly 

the School of education should analyze its own philosophy 

towards Its teacher-traIning program before it can assist 

teachers In developing a working philosophy for themselves. 
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What additional courses would ou like to see initiated 

in the School of Education? 

Many of the teachers responding to this question felt 

that the School of Education had enough courses in its cur- 

riculuin but would like to see sorne ofthern revised so that 

they would he more practical for the prospective teacher. 

Table IX on the following page lists 18 additional 

courses or suggestions that the teachers felt would be hone- 

ficial to the prospective teacher. At the top of thc list 

with 1 comments is the request for survey courses in ac- 

tivities a teacher may be asked to sponsor. The extra- 

curricular program in the high school plays an important 

role. The beginning teacher, as well as the experienced 

teacIier, is siven activity assirrnrnents along with his teach- 

ing assignment. They fee]. that they had had no training for 
this part of the teaching prograni and that some place in 

their training they should have this experience. The Super- 

vised Teaching program la the lo,ica1 place for such train- 
Ing. This could be accoìplished by carefully appraising; the 

student teachers' interests and capabilities and then defi- 
nitely assigning them work with the sponsor of the activity 

selected. This is already bein done as far as possible, 

but the teachers feel this still is not enouh, and are ask- 

ing for special courses dealing with the conducting of extra- 

curricular work. 



TABLE IX--&UGGESTE) AI)DITIONAL COURSES 

Additional courses beneficial 1910- 1920- 1930- 19tO- To- 
to prospectivo teachers 1919 192') 1939 191..9 tal 

1. Survey courses in activi- 
ties a teacher may be 
asked.to sponsor O i i 13 

2. Courses in Guidance for 
:.1 

teachors O 2 1 9 12 
3. ' 

Ì4ethods of presentin: lec- 
tures, explQnations, con- 
ducting labs, etc. O O L. 6 iO !. Course in Ethics O i 3 9 

!;. VIsual Aids--every teacher 
should be trained to use 
and choose equipment and 
Illustrative material i 2 1 3 7 

6. Longer period of Super- 
vIsed Teaching O i O t 5 

7e Elementary Psychology, 
especially of study habita i 2 2 0 5 

8. Adolescent Psychology for 
all teachers O O 2 3 5 

9. irse presenting. a true 
pictureof teacher load, 
schedules, etc. O i O 5 

10. Tests and measurements O O O L. L. 

11. Course in Public Speaking O i 1 1 3 
12. Course in Psychiatry 0 3 0 0 3 
13. General courses in Social 

studies 2 0 0 0 2 
itt.. A workshop for working out 

les8on plans, outlines and 
other techniques 0 0 2 0 2 

15. More Mental Hygiene 0 0 1 1 2 
i6. A course dealing with dis- 

cipline problems and sug- 
gested solutions 0 0 1 1 2 

17. More on procedures of 
creating and maintaining 
interest O O 0 2 2 

18. Brief library course 

Total L. iL1. 19 58 95 



Closely connected with student activities and adversely 

criticized is the subject of guidance and counseling. A 

total of 12 teachers felt that all teachers should have 

courses in guidance and counseling. At the present time 

courses in Guidance are not required of undergraduates and 

is stressed more on the graduate level. 

Ten teachers believed they could have profited by more 

instruction in different methods of presenting the subject 

matter. Actually the School of Education and the major 

schools are offering such courses, but the student is not 

able to apply the theory when he needs it in a teaching 

situation. Items 6, 9, 10, ilk, i6 and 17 all indicate that 

the teacher wants additional help for use in the classroom. 

Longer practice teaching, workshops for working out lesson 

plans, outlines and other methods for teaching, courses 

dealing with discipline problems and suggested solutions, 

and procedures for creating and maintaining interest are all 

problems with which the teachers do not feel qualified to 

cope successfully. 

A course in Ethics was mentioned by nine teachers. One 

teacher wrote, 

There is a need for a course in professional Ethics. 
This might include grooming, mental hygiene, etc. 
Teachers fail not because of low grades, poor sub- 

ject preparation, but because they cannot get 
along with other teachers and the students. 



Another teacher asks that we "put more emphasis on 

teacher ethics and teacher behavior in a new teaching posi- 

tion." It is certain that standards of conduct in a col- 

loc,e environment would not necessarily be acceptable in a 

small community where one is employed as a teacher. 

Ìiore Psychology courses are also felt as a need for 

prospective teachers. Elementary Psychology and Adolescent 

Psychology were each mentioned five times. They feel that 

more emphasis should be placed on the study of the child 

and how to handle individual differences, such as found in 

the delinquent child or in the indifferent child. 

Three teachers thought that a course in Psychiatry 

- would be worthwhile, and two requests were made for a 

course in Mental Hygiene. A brief Library course and a 
Public Speaking course for teachers were also suggested. 

Most of these requests should be a challenge to the 

School of Education to include additional courses or to 

incorporate this material into the present courses and make 

them more meaningful and practical to the prospectivo 

teacher. 

What general suggestions do have for improving the 

curriculum in your teaching field at Oregon State College? 

The suggestions given in answer to this question were 

grouped into ten categories and tabulated under the various 

major schools of preparation. The five questionnaires 
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returned in tho 1910-1919 period did not offer any sugges- 

tions so the resu.lts could only be listed for three periods. 

Tablo X showz that a total of 63 coimnents vere given, and 

the totals at the bottom of the Table shows the rnznber of 

comments in each field for the three periods. 

The suggostod improvements for the curriculi in the 

various fields follow the smie pattern as the criticisms 

given for the School of Education and shown in Table VIII. 

A total of i6 teachers felt that there should be nere 

basic technIcal courses. For instance, in Home Economici 

the request wa for more emphasis on Household Management 

and Frnii1y Relations. Special areas for stronger emphasis 
were designated. Along with this, eight teachers suggested 

improved Methods courses for the prospective teacher, and 

additional graduate courses showing current trends was sug- 

gested by six teachers. 

Ten teachers felt that their uporvised Teaching was 

not long enough to qualify them for a teaching position. A 

six-weeks period iS just a start. At least one semester or 

even a whole year was suígested. Also, in connection with 

their practice teaching period, five teachers felt that 
there should be more supervision from the college. In many 

cases the whole responsibility is left with the high school 

supervisor. This is not true of all the schools and should 

not be true of any of the schools. 



TABLE X--SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT OF CURRICULUM IN TEACHING FIELD 
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1. Increase demands for basic technical 

courses i 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 2 16 
2. Increase length of time for Supervised 

Teaching and Observation i i i L i 2 10 
3. Make courses more practical i i i i 1 2 1 3 

L1. Improved Methods courses in all teaching 
fields i li i 3 7 ; Additional graduate courses to show 
current trends i 3 1 i 6 

6 
Revitalize teaching staff and method 
of instruction i i i i I 

7. More supervision from college for 
student teaching 2 1 1 1 

3. More Survey courses designed principally 
for teachers i 2 3 

9. Integrate courses i i 2 

lO More counseling and screening of 
students i i 2 

Total 12 1 21 2 19 21 21 2 71223 3 6L 
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Revitalizinr the teaching staff and improving the meth- 

od of instruction was aain suggested by five teachers, and 

making the courses more practical was suggested by ten 

teachers. Integrating the courses was mentioned by two 

teachers. 

The suggestion of more counseling and better screening 

of students was mentioned by only two teachers. This is 

highly important and probably should be given more enphasis. 

Do y. think Oregon State Colle.íe should provide any 

type of service for those teachers already in the field? 

If so, what? 

This final question on the teacher questionnaire re- 

suited in 76 comments as shovvn in Table XI. Here again the 

study was grouped into ten-year periods. Some of the aug- 

gestions made by teachers graduating fifteen or twenty years 

ago may already be in effect. 
The greatest number of requests were for a follow-up 

visit by some instructor in the major field during the 

teachers first year in the field. They feel that the col- 

lege could still be of great help to the beginning teacher. 

Workshops and smier session courses designed ospo- 

cially for teachers in their major field was requested by 

eight teachers. The teachers are interested in current 

trends and professional growth in their field, but two 

teachers felt that the eight-weeks summer session was too 
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TABLE XI-SERVICES FOR TEACIRS IN THE FIELD 

1910- 1920-. 1930- 19!O- To- 
Services 1919 1929 1939 19149 ti 

1. A follow-up visit by sanie 
instructor in the major 
field during the teacher's 
firstyear O O i 8 9 

2. Workshops and summer ses- 
slon courses designed 
eapecially for teachers 
in their major field O 2 3 3 8 

3. Publish a bulletin on vari- 
our aspects of teaching 2 0 0 5 7 

Lk Provide sorne type of bureau 
to give assistance to 
teachers O 3 0 1. 7 

S. Refresher courses to keep 
up with current trends O 3 L1 O 7 

6. Exchange of ideas among 
teachers O O t 2 6 

7. An improved teacher 
placement service O i 2 2 5 

8. More graduate extension 
courses O i O 2 3 

9. Improve preparation for 
future teachers O O O 3 3 

10. Closer contact between 
School of Education and 
the high schools O 1 1 0 2 

li. More workshops--shorter 
sunmier sessions O O 1 1 2 

12. Bibliography of materials 
for general education, 
special teaching fields, 
and visual education O 0 1 1 2 

13. Require instructors in 
School of Education to 
teach periodically in a 
high school situation O 0 0 2 2 

i1.. Improve library service 
to graduates O O 0 2 2 



TABLE XI (Continued) 

1910- 1920.- 1930- 19LO- To- 
Services 1919 1929 1939 19L.9 tal 

15. A project for illustra- 
tive material O i O O 1 1. Better organized district 
and sectional In-service 
meetings O O O i i 

17. An advisory council for 
beginning teachers O i O O i 

18. Conferences for teachers 
who are supervisors of 
student teachers O O i O i 

19. Require prospectiva busi- 
ness teachers to spend 
some time in an office 
for whIch college credit 
could be given O O i. O i 

20. Provide information on 
supply and demand of 
teachers, and trend In 
salaries 0 0 0 1 1 

21. Revise requirements for 
Master's Degree 0 0 0 1 1 

22. More assistance to teach- 
ers who are out of state 
graduates 0 0 0 1 1 

23. More stress placed on 
minor teaching fields O 0 0 1 1 

2). Revise present certifica- 
tion requirements to 
elininate continuous 
summer sessions O O O i 1 

2S. Publish yearly registry 
of OSO graduates currently 
teaching O O 1 

Total 2 13 19 !2 76 
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long. A concentrated study in a workshop situation was 

highly favored. A Biology teacher comments, 

The Science Institute for Teachers Is exactly the 
rirht type of service to those of us in the field. 
The four week course offered provides a nice bal- 
ance between teaching problems and the enrich- 
ment of our own biolo4cal background. 

Refresher courses were mentioned by seven teachers as 

being desirable. 

Publishing a bulletin on various aspects of teaching 

was advocated by seven teachers. Whether or not this was to 

be published by the School of' Education or by the various 

major schools was not mentioned. 

The Idea Exchange referred to by six teachers is al- 

ready being done by some of the departments in the high 

schools. For example, the Business Education teachers sub- 

mit ideas to a certain school and then that school dupli-. 

cates the material and distributes it to all the business 

teachers in Oregon. This is done under the auspices of the 

Oregon Business EJ Association. 

Along this sanie line, severi teachers felt that a cen- 

tral bureau cf information would be of assistance to teach- 

ers. They need some place where they can go to get help 

with their individual problems. A Homemaking teacher 

writes, 

I don't know what is being done in other subject 
fields, but I apDreciate being able to go into 
the Home Economics Education office and discuss 
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teaching problems, get suggestions, look over new 
books and illustrative material, and have access 
to those materials for short-time loans. 

This seems to be the right idea and should be adopted 

by all the schools if they have not already done so. 

Five teachers mentioned that the Placement Service for 

teachers should be improved. However, they offered no sug- 

gestions as to that phases should be improved. 

Three teachers suggested a desire for more and better 
extension courses. The following suggestios were namod 

twice: closer contact between School of Education and the 

high schools; bibliogrcphy of materials for general educa- 

tion, special teaching fields, and visual education; require 

instructors in School of Education to spend more timo in the 

high schools; end improve library service to graduates. The 

last 11 items listed in Table XI were each suggested by an 

individual teacher and aro given to show the many opinions 

that were given in the answers to the questionnaire. 
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Opinions of School Administrators from Q,uestionnaires 

As mentioned previously, a questionnaire was sent to 

]J4_O administrators and returns were received from 7!i. prin- 

cipals and superintendents. This questionnaire asked for 

the administrator's opinions as to the strengths and weak- 

nesses of Oregon State College graduates currently teaching 

in their school system. Many of the responses were brief 

or incomplete, but the writer feels that much can be gained 

by a careful evaluation of the responses that were given. 
Possibly the areas of the strengths and weaknesses of the 

teachers may indicate the strong and weak areas in the cur- 

riculum of the teacher-training program. 

As in the questionnaire sent to the teachers, the re- 
suits are also divided into ton-year periods, from l92O-l9L9 

inclusive. The 1lO-l9l9 interval was omitted from this 
part of the study because of insufficient data. The 

strengths and weaknesses of the teachers aro tabulated under 

the various departments as shown in Tables XII and XIII. 

What OU1' opinion of this teacher from the stand- 
point 2 (1) academic training (2) other qualities making 

for effectiveness in the classroom? 

Table XII on the following page shows that there was a 

total of 3!.8 responses given to this question. Some of the 

administrators praised their teachers very highly and listed 
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many qua11tics to describo their abilities and others made 

no comments at all. 

Tuo scholarship or acadeitic training of the teachers 

was rated very high. The admini$trators mentioned this in 

regard to 103 teachers. Comments such as "good academic 

trainin,'t "knowledge outstanding," "well qualified," 

"intellirent," 'swell prepared in a wide number of sub- 

ject fields," are typical of the responses received. 

Twenty-four administrators praised the outstandin academic 

training of their Home k!conomic teachers. On this point, 

the teachers in Agriculture received 18 comments; ciencca, 

l); Business Education, 12; and the other schools in varying 

numbers. The administrators, as a whole, felt that the 

training the teachers received in their major fields at 

Oregon State College was conmiendable. 

The other nine strengths listed in Table XII were 

qualities that pertained to the teacher himself, to his re- 

lationship with the students, to the school, and to the 

cornmuni ty. 

A pleasing personality is indeed an asset for anyone, 

and ¿9 teachers received this compliment from their admini- 
strators. Character traits such as conscientiousness, 

interests, leadership, adaptability, purposefulness, good 

judgment, progressiveness, patience and neatness were all 
considered as being definite strengths in the teacher. It 
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would appear that our teacher-training courses aro having 

coniendable results in the development of desirable charac- 

ter traits in the prospective teachers. 

The teacher's relationship to the students, to other 

teachers and to the school as a whole was also listed as 

being of reat importance. Conniunity relationships were 

mentioned three times by the administrators, but they felt 

that this was a major strength and should be stressed more 

in the college courses. 

Maintenance of classroom discipline is always a major 

issue, arid 22 teachers were rated as being superior in this 
respect. 

The teacher weaknesses as shown in Pablo XIII are 

grouped into nine major areas. A total of 191 responses 

were made. Out of this total number, L17 teachers were rated 

weak in discipline control; L6 weak in their method of pro- 

senting their material; and ¿4 were rated as having a poor 

personality for the classroom. A glance at Table XIII in 

the last ten-year period ir1icates that all the subject 

fields show signs of weakness in these three respects. In 

comparing these figures with Table XII, one sees that twice 

as many teachers were rated low in discipline control as 

were commended for it. The knowledge of how to direct and 
control students in a classroom Is an ability that probably 

can best be acquired by actual experience with the students. 
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The Supervised Teaching course probably assumes the b1gget 

share of the responsibility for training students in cla8s- 

room discipline. keading or hearing about problems and 

their possible solutions have little practical use for the 

prospective teachers. However, actually meeting and solving 

a problem in the classroom is very real to them and of far 

more practical value. The supervisors of student teachers 

have a great responsibility in counseling and directing the 

prospective teachers so that discipline problems may be met 

and overcome successfully. 

The aspect of presentation of subject matter also 

brought forth many comments that are worth consideration. 

The following criticisms were typical: 
Does not make classes Interesting. 

Needs more training in organization of work. 

Fails to point out the practical implications of 
what he Is teaching. 

Talks over student's head. 

Understands work but is unable to explain It to 
students. 

The personality of the teacher was listed almost as 

many times as a weakness as it 

Again let me quote some of the 

tora used: "Too severe," "Set 

assurance," "Strong temper," 

"Lacks tact and diplomacy." 

was listed as a strenth. 

phrases that the administra- 

In her ways," "Lacks self- 

motional instability," 
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Any change that a person makes in his character traits 

is either building a finer personality or detracting from 

it. The teacher-training courses must provide ways of de- 

veloping a personality that will be adaptable to the class- 

room situation. 

Cooperation with others is another ltmust for teachers. 

The tendency to over-rate own department as compared 

to others was one of the main criticisms. This criticism 

was mentioned three times in regard to teachers in Agricul- 

ture. The administrators felt that working independently of 

the administration and other teachers was a definite weak- 

ness in the teacher and should be overcome if the teacher is 

to be successful. 

Only three teachers were mentioned by their administra- 

tors as not being well trained ïn their major field, as corn- 

pared to 12 that listed the teachers as deficient in general 

background training. 

Along with this criticism, the administrators also men- 

tioned 12 times that tho teachers were not Interested in 
work outside of their own field. 

Lack of care of the equipment in their departments and 

failure to work on extra-curricular activities also were re- 

garded as weaknesses in several teachers. 
The responses on the strengths and weaknesses of the 

teachers are indicative of the opinions that principals and 



superintendents have of the graduates fron Oregon State 

College. As a whole, the administrators feel that the 

teachers tii'y receive from the Colle.;e are well prepared. 

However, the weaknesses indicate that it is apparent that 

moro emphasis must be given to certain areas, such as die- 

cipline control and presentation of subject matter. 

What the School Education , your opinion, 

..a strengthen its teacher-training program? 

No effort was made to segregate the responses to this 

question into year groups or to tabulate them according to 

tue various subject matter fields. The suggestions of the 

administrators were listed and tabulated according to the 

total number of times they were mentioned. The suggestions 

also include those listed in answer to the third question on 

the questionnaire. Most of the administrators did not show 

any distinction between the second and third question. 

Table XIV indicates the comments given by two or moro ad- 

ministrators. Some of the principals and superintendents 

gave several suggestions and others made no comnont. 

Out of a total of 73 comments, lL.. administrators felt 

that the student teaching program should be lengthened or 

revised in some manner. In their opinion, the short 

period the students are now given for their student teaching 

is not long enough to give the desired amount of experience 

with the school program. They felt that nine weeks should 



TABLE XIV--SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHER-TRAINING PROGRAM 

No. 
comment s 

1. Lengthen and revise student teaching 
program it 

2. Emphasize a broader general education 
rather than a specialized type 11 

3. Greater emphasis on disciplino O 

L1. More methods and techniques 7 

!:. Greater emphasis on guidance 

6. Improve methods of instruction of 
college instructors 

7. Train more versatile teachers for the 
small high school situation S 

8, Inculcation of more ethics J4. 

9. Better counseling and screening of 
teacher candidates 

10. Greater choice of electives 3 

1].. More emphasis on extra-curricular 
activities 3 

12. Instill a working philosophy of 
education 2 

13. Stress community relationships 2 

Total 73 
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be the minirni and that one semester of teaching in two sub- 

ject fields would be moro practical. One principal sugges- 

ted that student teachers should teach in two schools of 

widely varying characteristics. For exarnle, teach six 

weeks n Corvallis High and six weeks in Philomath Highs He 

felt that this would prepare them bettor for any school 

situa tior1. 

Five administrators from small schools mentioned that 

the beginning teacher as not versatile enough and generally 
had difficulty in assuming the responsibility of the variety 
of duties and classes that were assigned to hiii. The fol- 
lowing quotation is a typical comment: 

Perhaps familiarize students with conditions in 
smaller schools so that they will be able to make 
the adjustments when they find conditions are not 
ideal. From our point of view, teachers should 
come prepared to handle subjects in two or three 
fields. 

Several administrators felt that the college was bay- 
ing too rriucil responsibility to the supervisor in the high 
school in the teacher-training program. Generally, the high 

school supervisor has had no specific training for directing 
student teachers and must rely on her own teaching experi- 

ence for counseling and guiding the student. It was sug- 

gestod that the College supervisor should visit the student 

teacher at least once a week and confer with the hih school 

supervisor and student as to best methods and techniques. 
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A follow-up service was also suggested by several ad- 

ministrators. Such a service would include periodic visits 

to the classroom of the beginning teacher by a College in- 

structor. 

iphasizing. a broader general education rather than a 

specialized tyoe was suggested by 11 administrators. For 

example, two administrators felt that the Agricultural pro- 

gram was too independent of the rest of the school. Another 

principal asked that the College broaden its requirements to 

include preparation in fields other than vocational or major 

subjects. 

Again quoting directly from the questionnaires: 

I think Vocational Agriculture people need a few 
lessons on cooperation and Just plain "being one 
of the staff. 

I firmly believe that the Physical Education 
schools have lost sight of the academic program 
because these boys are very poorly trained for 
anything other than Physical Education. 

My Science program is kicked around terribly 
by Physical Iducation majors who are really not 
Science teachers at all. 

Stress the importance of inter-cooperation be- 
tween departments or at least an acquaintance 
with the importance of the many departments. 
Teachers tend to become too specialized in their 
own department--disregarding the needs and ef- 
forts of other departments. 

More emphasis on discipline was suggested by eight ad- 

ministrators. One superintendent writes, "How about more 

work on handling of disciplinary problems? Many teachers 
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fail there who would otherwise bo very fino." This criti- 

cism was directed mainly at beginning teachers, but the ad- 

rinístrators felt sorr1ethng should be dono about it. One 

suì:,erintendent suggests: 

A very useful and Dopular addition to a teacher- 
training program would be a workshop type of class 
concerned solely with classroom disciplino. If it 
were to be the type of class I have in mind the 
prospective teacher would be confronted with, 
preferably real but if not possible, artificial, 
disciplinary problems and be required to solve 
those. 

Still another writes: 

Another e1eent of training that should 
strengthened is in the best methods of discipline 
in the school. The value of assuming the proper 
attitude of aggressive leadership coupled wIth a 
friendly understanding seems to be lost with 
many teachers. No amount of training can over- 
come nil personal weaknesses, but i am sure more 
extensive trainin lu this line would help. 

Seven administrators suggested that the beginning 

teacher needs niore methods and teaching techniques. "They 

need to know more of' their subject fields and more about 

the process of actual classroom teaching," was one coxrnnent 

given on the questionnaire. Others felt that there should 

be better training in organization and unit piannln and a 

closer coordination between methods classes and actual 
on-the-job exeriences. 

The administrators also felt that more stress should be 

riven to guidance and counseling. Too many teachers feel 



that work in guidance does not apply to them; that it is a 

problem of the administration. 

Improving the methods of instruction of the college 

professors was suggested by five administrators. "Teacher 

trainers should use in the classroom the methods they wish 

used by their trainees." Another criticism expressed was 

that the college professors have lost contact with the 

actual high school level. To remedy this situation, the 

suggestion has been made to "allow professors one year n 

every four for leaves of absence to work in and regain 

familiarity with public school teaching.tt 

Inculcation of more ethics and better counseling and 

screening of teacher candidates were both cited four timos 

as areas for moro emphasis. Three administrators also felt 

that there should be a wider choice of electives. 

More emphasis on extra-curricular activities was men- 

tioned by only three administrators. "o-curricu1ar 

activities are as important as the curriculum itself. In a 

training program great emphasis should be placed on student 

interests, activities and organizations outside of the 

classroom." 

To instill a working philosophy of educatIon and to 

stress coiìunity relationships were mentioned by only two 

administrators. One principal writes: 

Give the student teachers an understanding of 
comrriunity life and its problems and needs--so 
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that they will be able to correlate class work with 
the community in order to bettor train children for 
responsible ctizenship. 

In the Louisiana State University (10, p. 11.3-144) 

curriculum study the principals and superintendents were 

also asked to suggest irnorovements for the teacher-training 

program. The five most frequently mentioned suggestionìs 

made by principals were: 

(i) Establish higher standards for selecting 
candidates for teacher training. 

(2) Make available more practice teaching. 
(3) Give practice work in other scnools as weil 

as in the laboratory school. 
(14..) More guidance. 
(5) Offer more courses in child psychology. 

The four most frequently mentioned suggestions made by 

the superintendents were: 

(i) Higher standards for the selection of 
candidates for teacher training. 

(2) Place emphasis on methods and techniques 
of teaching. 

(3) Provide more child study. 
() Better teacher-training facilities. 

These suggestions closely correlate those shown in 

Table XIV and the writer included them here for comparison 

purposes. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

This study shows the results of answers to a question- 

naire received from l2L graduates of Oregon State College 

currently teaching in the high schools of Oregon. These 

graduates were asked to supply information relative to their 

training by stating their opinions as to the strengths and 

weaknesses of the training program. They were also requested 

to list suggestions for the improvement of the teacher- 

training curriculum. 

Seventy-four questionnaires were returned by principals 

and superintendents under whom the teachers were working. 

They were asked to evaluate the work of the teachers and to 

make suggestions for the improvement of the teacher-training 

program. 

There was a surprising amount of agreement between 

teachers and administrators on points upon which both groups 

were questioned. For example, there was general agreement 

that college courses should, wherever possible, be made more 

practical, that the period of Supervised TeachIng should be 

longer, that a follow-up program should be established, and 

that more stress should be placed upon preparation for 

guidance work. There was no positive disagreements between 
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the two groups on any major point. However, there was dis- 

agreement as to the deree of' emphasis that hou1d be placed 

on sorne aspects of the training. For instance, the adniini- 

strators emphasized the need for more training in discipline 

control, for more versatility in teaching subject matter 

fields and for a better general education of the prospective 

teachers. These points were also mentioned by a few teach- 

ers but generally they were not stressed. Considered more 

imoortant by the teachers were such matters as additional 

training to cope with the problems of sponsoring extra- 

curricular activities and the need for more courses in 

Methods and Materials. 

No claim is made to infallibility in these findings. 

Vthere they appear to be at variance with information from 

other sources, further j. 2stigation should be made to ob- 

tain the most nearly accurate information possible. In 

sorne areas the sampling of opinions definitely do not war- 

rant changes unless supported with further evidence. How- 

ever, it is believed that a large portion of the conclusions 

are reasonably reliable and together with information from 

other sourco$ justify the action contained in the recommen- 

dations. 

The conclusions derived from a compilation of these 

questionnaires are summarized on the following pages and 

sorne recommendations are given based upon the findings. 
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Conclusions 

From teachers questionnaires: 

1. The teachers rank the courses in Education that are 

of most benefit to them in their teaching in the following 

order: supervised Teaching, Methods and Materials, Educa- 

tional Psychologj, Principios of Teaching, Secondary duca- 

tion, and Oregon School Law. 

2. The main aspects of the courses most beneficial to 

the teachers are: Practical application and experience, 

methods and techniques in all subject fields, methods In 

presentation of material, and principles related to the 

understanding of students. 

3. Oregon School Law, Secondary Education, Principles 

of Teaching, and educational Psychology are not considered 

by the teacners as being readily applicable to the solution 

of their teaching problems. 

L. The teachers feel there is too much duplication in 

the Education courses. 

5. The method of presentation by the coUage staff is, 

In some cases, not so effective as It might be as an example 

for prospectIve teachers. Neither does it provide suffi- 

cient opportunity for the students to learn by participa- 

tion. 

6. The teachers generally feel that a longer period of 

Supervised Teaching is needed. The consensus is that at 
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least one semester should be devoted to actual experience in 

the classroom. 

7. More observation of classroom procedure is consid- 

ered to be necessary for the prospective teacher. 

8. The five courses the teachers mentioned most often 

that they would like to see initiated in the School of Edu- 

cation are: iurvey courses in extra-curricular activities, 

a Guidance course for all teachers, more Methods courses In 

all subject fields, a course in Ethics, and a course in 

Visual Aids for classroom use. 

9. General suggestions for Improving the curriculum In 

the major fields of preparatIon include: Need for more 

basic technical courses, longer period for Supervised Teach- 

ing, more Methods courses, revitalizo teaching staff, more 

supervision of student teachers by College Supervisor, and 

additional graduate courses. 

10. Oregon State College can help teachers in the field 

by: Having a follow-up service for beginning teachers, con- 

ducting workshops in major fields, issuing research bulle- 

tins, establishing a bureau of information, promoting ex- 

change of ideas among teachers, and providing refresher 

courses, improved placement service, arid more graduato ex- 

tension courses. 
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From administrators questionnaires: 

1. The adrninistratoz, as a whole, feel that the aca- 

demic training of the teachers is adequate and many rated it 

as superior. However, many feel that General Education 

should be emphasi zed more so that the training would equip 

the teachers for several teaching fields rather than spe- 

cialization in a sinr1e field. 

2. Teacher qualities that nade for effectiveness in 

the classroom included: A pleasing perronality, coopera- 

tivoness in personal relationships, conscientiousness, 

ability to maintain classroom discipline, leadership, 

breadth of interest, satisfactory appearance, adaptability, 

and good judgment. 

3. Lack of discipline control and poor presentation of 

subject matter were considered the greatest weaknesses of 

teachers by their administrators. 

14. The administrators feel that undesirable qualities 

of the teachers, such as poor personality, non-cooperative- 

ness, and narrow rango of Interests are detrimental to 

effective teaching. 

5. An extended and revised period of Supervised Teach- 

Ing is deemed advisable by the administrators. 

6. Some administrators feel that the college instruc- 

tors need to be more aware of the problems and conditions of 

the present day high school. 
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7, Inculcation of ethics, bettor screening and counsel- 

in of teacher candid.tes, additional GuIdance courses, and 

moro training for extra-curricular activities are phases in 
the teacher-training program that should be emphasized. 

Recommendations 

Recommendations based upon the study are: 

1. The courses in Principles of Teaching, Educational 

Psychology, and Secondary Education should be more closely 

correlated with the courses in special Methods and in 

Supervised Teaching. This should be done in such a manner 

that the student teacher will be better able to see the 

relationships between the principles and their actual ap- 

plication to solution of' classroom problems and an under- 

standing of the high sciïl student. 

2. In teaching the required course in Oregon School 

Law, special effort should be placed upon making it more 

beneficial to the classroom teacher. 

3. The courses in Education should be planned to 

avoid duplication of course content. 
¡4. Education faculty members should accept responsi- 

bility for continually evaluating the effectiveness of their 

own teaching and constantly should be constantly seeking 

means of improvement. 
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s. The $upervlsed Teaching program should be revised 

80 that prospective teachers are iven a longer period of 

student teaching. At least one semester of teaching is 

recommended. Student teachers should be required to teach 

in both their major nd minor fields and participate in ari 

extra-curricular activity. More supervision from the 

College during this period would help the high school super- 
visor in the training prograni of the prospective teacher. 

If at all possible, student teaching should be done on a 

residence basis so that the teacher may devote her time to 

the complete school program and build desirable community 

relationships. 

Both the administrators and teactiers have recommended 

a follow-up service by the Collego for beginning teachers. 

This seems possible only through a cooperative program be- 

tween the College and secondary schools. 

6. Teachers should be encouraged to prepare in a wide 

variety of fields in order to meet the demands of smaller 
high schools with a limited faculty. 

7. More emphasis should be placed on extra-curricular 

activities. 

8. A Guidance course designed primarily for the class- 

room teacher should be required of all teachers. 



9. A course in Ethics should be added to the cur- 

riculum or more emphasis should be given in other courses to 

the inculcation of ethics. 
10. The schools of preparation should provide more 

special Methods courses, additional basic technical courses, 
anzi more courses on the graduate level. 

11. Education courses should put additional emphasis on 
methods of discipline control and presentation of subject 

matter in order to prepare teachers more adequately on these 
phases of their work. 

12. The various subject areas should provide workshops 

and refresher courses for graduates. Teachers are more in- 

terested in a short, intensive study then in the complote 
eight-weeks sumner session, 

13. Research bulletins should be published in the major 

teaching areas to enable teachers in the field to keep up 

with current trends. 

1)4.. Each department of the college should establish 

a bureau of information whore teachers may write or call 

for assistance. 
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APPENDIX 

Letters and (uestionnaires 



C OREGON STATE COLLEGE 
O School of Education 
P Corvallis, Oregon 
Y 

Office of the Dean 

79 

April 26, 199 

Dear Oregon State College Graduate: 

As a graduate of the School of Education of OSO, you 
will be interested to learn that we are conducting a sur- 
vey to evaluate our teacher-training program. By so doing, 
we hope to be of service to prospective teachers in pro- 
vicling an increasingly higher quality of training which 
will bettor equip them for positions in the field of 
Educati on. 

We also hope to provide better facilities for those 
people already in the teaching field who aro planning to 
continue with a graduate program. 

We are therefore asking you to complete the enclosed 
blank, being as frank in your comments as possible, and 
return it to us by May i6, 199. 

Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

F. R. Zeran, Dean 
School of Education 

S. E. Williamson 
Director of Student Teaching 

L. M. LaVallee 
Graduate Student 



C 
O 
P 
V. 

Name 

'jo 

Address Sex________ 

Present Position School_____________________ 

Under:raduato Degree Institution_______________ 

Graduate Degree (s) Institution_____________ 

Teaching Major Teaching Minor__________________ 

1. What course In Education at OSC do you think have been 
of most benefit to you in your teachin? (List in order 
of preference). 

_____Educational Psychology _____Oregon School Law 
_____Socondary Education _____Methods and Materials 
_____Principles o Teaching _____Supervised Teaching 

______Other ($pecify which) 

2. What aspects of these COUrSeS helped you most in your 
teaching? 

3. What courses in Education at OSC do you consider were 
least beneficial to you in your teaching? Why? 

ti.. 
What other criticisms do you have of Education courses 
at OSC? (Methods of Instruction, etc.) 

!E. What additional courses would you like to see initiated 
In the School of Education which would be of benefit to 

prospective teachers? 

6. What exieral su;gostions do you have for improving the 
curriculum In your teaching field at OSC? 

7. Do you think USC should provide any type of service for 
those teachers already in the field? If so, what? 



C ORdGN STATE COLLEGE 
O School of Education 
P Corvallis, Oregon 
Y 

Office of the Dean 

April 26, l)L9 

Dear Principal: 

The School of Education at OSO is attempting to evalu- 

ate its teacher-training program in order to help provide 
an increasingly hiher caliber of teachers to serve in the 
public schools. We believe that you, as a school admini- 

strator, are naturally interested in obtaining the most 
effective teachers possible; we are, therefore, asking that 

you complete the enclosed blank (s), being as frank as 

possible in your criticism, and return it to us by 
May 16, 191 9. 

Your cooperation in helping us complete this survey 
will be very much appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

F. R. Zeran, Dean 
School of Education 

S. E. Williamson 
Director of Student Teaching 

L. M. LaVallee 
Graduate Student 



C 

o 
P 

Y 

TEACHER'S NAME 

SUBJECTS TAUGHT_____________________________________________ 

YEAR GRADUATED FROM OSC____________________________________ 

1. What is your opinion of this teacher from the standpoint 
of (i) academic training (2) other qualities making for 
effectiveness in the classroom? 

a. Strengths: 

b. Weaknesses: 

2. What can the School of Education do, in your opinion, 
to strengthen its teacher-training program? 

3. Other suggestions or comments: 

(3ignature) 

(Title) 

ÇDate) 


